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Myanmar's Constitution of 2008 was the “road map” for the reform 
process that began in 2011. Despite extensive criticism of this 
Constitution for its emphasis on the role of the military, much progress 
has been made towards constitutional government and law reform. With 
the election of the opposition NLD to government in the general election 
of November 2015 and the presidential electoral college election of 
March 2016, the time was ripe to consider the Constitution, and 
prospects and needs for constitutional change as Myanmar moves 
towards democracy and the rule of law. Much has been made of the 
Constitution's rigidity, which is seen as an obstacle to reform and 
inconsistent with embracing the rule of law, human rights and multi-
party democracy, especially with a rapidly transforming state and 
society. Nonetheless, the Constitution is also seen as having potential to 
be a very positive force for reform. Many issues arise now for 
constitutionalism and constitutional change: presidency; federalism and 
territorial governance; the status of minorities and freedom of religion; 
civil liberties in what is described as a 'discipline-flourishing democracy'; 
the courts, justice and the rule of law; the electoral system; and many 
more. This book is an attempt to gauge the extent and potential for the 
entrenchment of constitutionalism in Myanmar in a rapidly changing 
environment. 
 

 
2.45pm  Registration 
3.00pm  Welcome Address by Assoc Prof Dan Puchniak 
 Director, Centre for Asian Legal Studies 
3.05pm Keynote Address by Janelle Saffin 
3.15pm Overview of Project by Editor, Prof Andrew Harding 
3.30pm Q&A 
3.45pm Book Presentation 
3.55pm Reception & Book Signing 
 

 
Click HERE or Scan the QR 
Code to register by 28 March 
2017.  

Ms Sunita Tavabalan  
Email: cals@nus.edu.sg 
Tel : 6516 7499 

 

About the Editor About the Keynote Speaker 
 Andrew Harding is a leading scholar in the fields of 

Asian legal studies and comparative constitutional 
law. Andrew has worked extensively on constitutional 
law in Malaysia and Thailand, and has made extensive 
contributions to scholarship in comparative law, and 
law and development, having published nine books as 
author or editor. He is co-founding-editor of Hart 
Publishing's book series 'Constitutional Systems of the 
World', a major resource for constitutional law in 
context, and has authored the books on Malaysia and 
Thailand in that series. 

 Janelle Saffin is a former Member of the Australian House of 
Representatives. She has a law practice in her home town in 
country NSW Australia.  With legal and education qualifications 
she combines this work with community engagement projects. 
Janelle has extensive experience and engagement in Burma 
(Myanmar) across all levels of society, and in particular 
constitutional, legal and political history. Her most recent work 
was to provide a professional development programme to 
Rakhine State and Union Parliament MPs, Shan State, 
Regional, and Union MPs and Union Parliament MPs. 

Click HERE to purchase book from Hart Publishing online store 

https://goo.gl/cmU6Fa
https://goo.gl/p81EOX

